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ABSTRACT: Hybrid metal−organic cluster resist materials, also
termed as organo-inorganics, demonstrate their potential for use in
next-generation lithography owing to their ability for patterning
down to ∼10 nm or below. High-resolution resist patterning is
integrally associated with the compatibility of the resist and
irradiation of the exposure source. Helium ion beam lithography
(HIBL) is an emerging approach for the realization of sub-10 nm
patterns at considerably lower line edge/width roughness (LER/
LWR) and higher sensitivity as compared to electron beam
lithography (EBL). Here, for the first time, a negative tone resist
incorporating nickel (Ni)-based metal−organic clusters (Ni-
MOCs) was synthesized and patterned using HIBL and EBL at
30 keV. This resist comprises a nickel-based metal building unit
covalently linked with the organic ligand: m-toluic acid (C8H8O2). Dynamic light scattering confirmed a narrow size distribution of
∼2 nm for metal−organic cluster (MOC) formulations. High-resolution ∼9 nm HIBL line patterns were well developed at a
sensitivity of 22 μC/cm2 and at a significantly low LER and LWR of 1.81 ± 0.06 and 2.90 ± 0.06 nm, respectively. Analogous high-
resolution patterns were also observed in EBL with a sensitivity of 473 μC/cm2. Hence, the Ni-MOC-based resist investigated using
HIBL and EBL elucidates the ability of its potential for the sub-10 nm technology node, under standard processing conditions.

KEYWORDS: nickel-based metal−organic clusters, electron beam lithography, helium ion beam lithography, negative tone resist,
sub-10 nm patterns

1. INTRODUCTION

In the past decades, the progress in the performance of
electronic devices and their functionality commenced with the
continuous decreasing of device size, such as transistors, due to
the advancements in lithography.1−5 Further downscaling of
the device size has thus been enhanced by next-generation
lithography techniques such as electron beam lithography
(EBL), helium ion beam lithography (HIBL), direct self-
assembly, and extreme ultraviolet lithography6 among others.
Apart from novel lithographic techniques to achieve the
required resolution, novel new resist materials and process
integration are required to address the current patterning
challenges, arising with new technology nodes.7,8 Even though,
it is perceived that compatible resist technology differs entirely
from the subsequent progress of the node, more particularly
with regard to the stochastics of line edge/width roughness
(LER/LWR), resolution, and sensitivity trade-off.9 Thus, the
prime concern for the compliance of next-generation resist
technology is the patterning of critical dimension (CD) down

to 10 nm or below, high sensitivity, low LER and LWR, and
optimal throughput.10−14

To achieve high-resolution resist patterns, EBL is an
enabling process for the realization of sub-10 nm features.
Further extension of high-density patterns with EBL is
considered unfavorable due to the generation of undesired
scattered electrons, inexpedient beam energy, and spot size
within the resist films.15−17 To address these issues of critical
importance, recently HIBL has attracted immense attention
and is also considered as an emerging next-generation
lithography technique for sub-10 nm patterning.18 HIBL
possesses a low proximity effect, owing to a lower number of
backscattered ions with reference to EBL and minimal lateral
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scattering (<1 nm).18,19 The foremost advantages of HIBL are
noteworthy small beam spot size (≤ 0.35 nm) and minimal
spherical aberration. These are the attributes that promote
moderately small ion cross-sectional interactions and less beam
scattering inside the resist films.18,20,21,22

Lately, Shi et al. demonstrated a comparative study of the
proximity effect between HIBL and EBL. These investigations
indicated that the reduction of backscattered ions ranges by
two orders of magnitude for HIBL in contrast to that of EBL.
This decrease in backscattering leads to a ∼50 times smaller
proximity effect for HIBL.23,24 In spite of the aforementioned
advantages, the peripheral damage and generation of subsur-
face defects caused by the focused helium ions are major
concerns.25,26 The defects generated during the HIBL are
mainly dependent on the ion beam energy. Stanford et al.
examined the effect of defect generation in optoelectronic
devices and tuned the resistivity and transport properties of
transition metal dichalcogenides by using He+ ion irradi-
ations.27,28 Therefore, to exploit the HIBL as a prospective
lithography technique for front line silicon technology, the
detrimental effect of He+ ions and irradiation influence on Si
should be minimal and characteristically less than ∼4 × 1015

ion/cm2. This He+ ion irradiation fluence, by and large, is
equivalent to a critical exposure dose of ∼600 μC/cm2.17,29

At the outset, poly(methyl methacrylate) of mol wt ∼1.85 ×
105 g/mol was reported as a potential He+ ion beam resist at
4.8 μC/cm2 and patterned defect-free 2.7 μm line-space (L/S)
features.30 In recent times, polymeric photoresists have
achieved a well-resolved 20 nm line width and 80 nm (i.e.,
four times) of spacing (L/4S) features with a mol. wt. of ∼5−
10 × 103 g/mol, using HIBL at ∼60 μC/cm2.31,32 Apart from
polymeric photoresists, metal oxide-based resists have also
been recently investigated including zirconium (Zr), hafnium
(Hf), and zinc (Zn) and showed a reduced exposure dose
(E0).

33−36 In this context, the HafSOx-based resist has
demonstrated HIBL sub-10 nm isolated features at 4 μC/
cm2.17 This enhanced sensitivity might be due to the
interaction of the irradiation ion flux on the large absorption
cross-section of the metal oxide core/nanoparticle surfa-
ces.16,37,38,35,36 However, in comparable resists, a major
concern is the broad size distribution of metal oxide
nanoparticles in resist formulations, which hinders the pattern
generation beyond sub-10 nm L/S and also possesses high
LER/LWR.39−44 To realize the acceptable resolution and
sensitivity trade-off as per the next-generation technology
roadmap,45 a small size distribution of ∼2 nm of metal−
organic clusters (MOCs) has been considered for advanced
resist formulations.11,38

He+ ion beam resist interaction is found to be approximately
150 times more effective with respect to extreme ultraviolet
photons.46 Hence, the high optical absorption density metals
are hypothesized to be performing well in terms of HIBL
sensitivity (ED) enhancement. The high optical density metal
embedded in the MOC resist can therefore lead to high
sensitivity, etch resistance, and enhanced mechanical stability,
while the organic parts are responsible for solubility switching
and chemical stability.47 Therefore, in order to achieve the
high-resolution dense patterns, there is an imperative need to
explore a new kind of MOC resist model, which is compatible
with next-generation lithography techniques at sub-10 nm
features.11,48,49

Herein, we present the design and development of a negative
tone, nickel-based metal−organic cluster (MOC) resist. This

innovative resist is comprised of a nickel core combined with
m-toluic acid as an organic monovalent ligand. This formulated
resist possesses monodispersed ∼2 nm MOCs and a uniform
thin film surface, essential for advanced lithography applica-
tions. This Ni-MOC resist exhibits well-developed negative
tone sub-10 nm line patterns and also considerably low LER/
LWR. The resist formulation can be further utilized for other
lithography techniques to pattern sub-10 nm, high-resolution
dense, and complex features of integrated circuit chips for
electronics.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Materials. Nickel acetylacetonate (Ni(C5H7O2)2) and m-

toluic acid ((CH3)C6H4(COOH)) were procured from Sigma-
Aldrich. Ethyl lactate was purchased from TCI. Triethylamine
(N(CH2CH3)3) and ethyl acetate were purchased from SD Fine
Chem Limited, and MIBK and IPA were procured from Merck. All
the chemicals were used without any further purification.

2.2. Synthesis of Ni-MOCs. First, 1.8 mmol nickel acetylaceto-
nate was mixed with 1.5 mL of ethyl acetate to form a homogenous
solution-A. Likewise, 490 mg of m-toluic acid, 280 mg of
trimethylamine, and 1.5 mL of ethyl acetate were mixed to form
solution-B. Thereafter, solution-B was gently poured into solution-A
dropwise at 65 °C with continuous stirring. The reaction was carried
out at 65 °C under similar experimental conditions for 24 h and then
the final product was subsequently and repeatedly washed with
ethanol and water. Thereafter, the washed product was subjected to
drying in an oven at 65 °C for 4 h.

2.3. Resist Thin-Film Formation. The synthesized Ni-MOCs
resist formulation was dissolved in ethyl lactate solution to form a
homogenous resist solution with the aid of a vortex blender. After
that, the solution was filtered with a 0.22 μm size syringe filter to
remove the larger particles. Prior to spin coating, a set of silicon
substrates, 1 × 1 cm2 in size, were cleaned using the standard RCA
cleaning procedure.50 Thereafter, the resist solution was spin-coated
onto a set of silicon substrates at 1800 rpm for 45 s to form uniform
thin films. Subsequently, these resist-coated silicon substrates were
subjected to the prebake process at 85 °C for 90 s. Lastly, resist film
thickness was measured by stylus and found to be ∼30 nm.

2.4. Deep Ultraviolet (DUV) Exposure and Pattern Develop-
ment. The Ni-MOC resist thin film samples were exposed to deep
ultraviolet (DUV), λ ∼ 254 nm irradiation, using standard proximity-
based lithography stepper with 100−200 mJ/cm2 source power. After
that, the DUV exposed thin film samples were post baked at 80 °C for
60 s and developed in methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK): isopropanol
(IPA) (1:3 v/v) for 40 s. Apart from DUV lithographic study,
unmasked Ni-MOC samples were also exposed under the DUV flood
exposure for mechanistic study of pattern generation.

2.5. EBL Exposure and Pattern Development. To realize high-
resolution patterns, Raith e-Line PLUS, an electron beam lithography
tool, was utilized. The Ni-MOC resist films were exposed under a
variable dose matrix to analyze the sensitivity as explained in Figure
S5. Furthermore, the resist thin films were exposed under various
beam energies; 10, 20, and 30 keV to systematically investigate the
effect of beam energy over resist sensitivity. Eventually, after process
optimization, EBL beam energy was kept constant at 30 keV for
patterning of sub-10 nm features to minimize the proximity effect.51

The low aberration and high depth of focus were accomplished by
using a sufficiently small aperture size of 10 μm. Moreover, the
reduction in aperture size substantially reduces the beam current
(22.3 pA) and also causes a decrease in the throughput. Nevertheless,
it also possesses the reduced proximity effect probability inside the
resist thin film. After that the exposed patterns were subjected to a
similar standardized post bake and development process as described
in the DUV section 2.4. The developed patterns were measured as L/
XS where L, X, and S correspond to line width (nm), space width
multiplication factor, and space width (nm), respectively.
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2.6. HIBL Exposure and Pattern Development. Based upon
successful DUVL and EBL investigations Ni-MOC resist formulations
were exposed under the Zeiss ORION NanoFab, helium ion beam
lithography system available at C4DFED, IIT-Mandi, India. To
substantiate the high-resolution patterning potential of the developed
resist formulation for HIBL, the He+ ion beam tool was also operated
at 30 keV with a 10 μm aperture and ∼ 0.55 ± 0.02 pA beam current.
Whereas, the single and area pixel exposures for CD of the resist
patterns were performed with 1 nm pixel spacing and a size of 1 × 0.5
nm, respectively. After that HIBL exposed thin film samples were
subjected to post bake at 80 °C for 60 s and developed in the MIBK:
IPA mixture (1:3 v/v) for 60 s.
2.7. Characterization. A He+ Zeiss ORION NanoFab micro-

scope and a field-emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM,
Zeiss Gemini 500) were used for the high-resolution patterning and
surface morphology analysis of high-resolution patterned samples.
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX, EDAX) was used to
analyze the elemental composition of the Ni-MOC resist system.
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, Agilent Technologies,
Cary 600 Series) was used to analyze the various surface functional
groups present in Ni-MOC formulations in the frequency range from
400 to 4000 cm−1. The elemental composition was investigated with
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Nexsa base, Thermofisher
Scientific) from 0−1350 eV binding energy (BE). The chemical and
electronic states were analyzed using elemental materials core spectra;
C 1 s, N 1 s, O 1 s, and Ni 2p. Powder X-ray diffraction spectroscopy
(PXRD, Bruker) was used to investigate the crystal structures of the
Ni-MOCs system. The particle size distribution of Ni-MOC
formulation was measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS)
(Zetasizer Nano-ZS, Malvern Panalytical). The thermal stability of
resist formulation was established through thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) in a nitrogen atmosphere from room temperature to 600 °C
(STA 449 F1 Jupiter, NETZSCH). The thin-film micrographs at
various processing stages were acquired by an optical microscope
(Olympus 51BX).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Ni-MOC-based resist formulation was synthesized by
reacting nickel acetylacetonate with the m-toluic acid ligand in
the presence of triethylamine at 65 °C for 24 h. Figure 1a
shows the schematic of the Ni-MOC resist formulation. To
achieve high-resolution patterns with a minimal proximity

effect, the HIBL system was used. The schematic of the He+

ion microscopy exposure column is shown in Figure 1b, while
Figure 1c exhibits the resist thin film spin coating and
patterning process on the RCA-cleaned silicon substrate and
also the approach followed for the sub-10 nm patterning using
the HIBL exposure tool.
The presence of the various functional groups in the Ni-

MOC resist formulation was analyzed by FTIR and the results
are exhibited in Figure 2a. The peak observed at 414 cm−1

corresponds to the stretching vibration of Ni−O bonds formed
in the Ni-MOC resist.52 Furthermore, the peaks at 670−750
cm−1 represent the C−H bending of the aromatic ring, while
the peaks observed at 790−920, and 1505 cm−1 are ascribed as
CC bending vibrations. Additionally, the peaks observed at
1382.1 and 1555.1 cm−1 correspond to the aromatic C−H
stretching and aromatic CC bending, respectively. Figure 2b
shows the PXRD spectra of Ni-MOCs with the recommended
chemical structure of C48O24H108N4Ni4. The presence of
expected peaks in the Ni-MOC formulation was compared
with the existing Ni-based oxo-cluster using the Match-V3
database and was found to be in-line (as shown in Figure S1).
The Ni-MOC size distribution of the developed resist
formulation was analyzed by the DLS method and the
outcomes are depicted in Figure S2. As clearly revealed from

Figure 1. Resist formation and patterning; (a) scheme of the resist synthesis process containing Ni-MOCs, (b) schematic of labeled He+ ion
microscopy, and (c) patterning process.

Figure 2. (a) Fourier transform infrared spectra for Ni-MOCs suggest
the availability of the Ni−O bond along with C−C, CC, and
COO− bond stretching (b) PXRD of the Ni-MOC resist formulation.
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the particle size distribution, the average size of the developed
Ni-MOCs is ∼2 nm, enabling desirable high-resolution pattern
formation from the Ni-MOC resist formulation.38

Thermogravimetric analysis and differential scanning calo-
rimetry (DSC) were performed to inspect the thermal
characteristics in the Ni-MOCs resist formulation from 25 to
600 °C under a nitrogen atmosphere with a heating rate of 10
°C/min as shown in Figure 3. The TGA curve reveals the

three-step weight loss of the formulated resist. In the first step
(1), a gradual weight loss of 13% from room temperature to
230 °C followed by a sharp weight loss of 5% around 242 °C.
This slight decrease is mainly due to the loss of unbound
moisture, trapped solvent, and strongly bonded water
molecules in the lattice of the Ni-MOCs resist. In the second
step (2), the sloping profile of the TGA curve is less clear with
a weight loss of 18%. Whereas, in the third step (3), a major
weight loss of 46% occurred between 365−400 °C.
Consequently, the total mass loss is 82%, which confirms
that the 18 wt. % of the inorganic content is leftover (mostly

Ni−O). The DSC curve also confirmed that the heat evolution
around 365−400 °C during the third step of mass loss is
mainly due to the decomposition of organic moieties present
in Ni-MOCs. Hence, the developed resist shows thermal
stability for the standard lithographic process at 85 and 80 °C
for softbake and hardbake, respectively.53 Furthermore, this
temperature stability of synthesized Ni-MOCs provides good
agreement with standard semiconductor processing.
To investigate the chemical and elemental state of the

synthesized Ni-MOC resist formulation, XPS was performed.
Figure 4a shows the survey scan, which confirms the presence
of Ni, O, N, and C elements at ∼857.4, ∼531.7, ∼398.5, and
∼285.2 eV, respectively, without any other impurity. Figure 4b
shows the deconvoluted peaks of Ni 2p at ∼873.4 and ∼855.6
eV that correspond to Ni 2p1/2 and Ni 2p3/2, respectively.

54

Moreover, the deconvoluted peak at 755.3 eV suggests the
availability of the Ni−(OH)2 bond, signifying the +2, oxidation
state as expected from the proposed chemical structure in
Figure 1a. The shakeup satellite peaks were also observed at
∼864.9 and ∼884.4 eV, which corresponds to the Ni−(OH)2
auger peaks merged as the satellite. Figure 4c exhibits the peaks
of O 1 s at ∼532.0 eV, which is attributed to the chemisorbed
and physiosorbed water at the Ni-MOCs surfaces; further-
more, small peaks of metal oxide at 529.6 eV are evident of the
Ni−O bonding inside the Ni-MOCs. Figure 4d depicts the
deconvoluted spectra of N 1 s. The C 1 s peak (Figure 4e) was
observed at ∼284.8 eV related to the C−C bond, whereas the
peak noticed at ∼288.6 eV corresponds to the O−CO
bond.55 The elemental analysis also confirms that the
developed Ni-MOC structure is similar to C48O24H108N4Ni4
as proposed.56

3.1. Deep Ultraviolet Patterning. After the accomplish-
ment of all physical and chemical characterizations, the
prepared Ni-MOC formulation was found to be suitable for
next-generation lithography applications. Subsequently, the Ni-
MOC (2 wt % in ethyl lactate) resist solution was spin-coated
over Si (100) substrates and formed uniform thin films after
prebake treatment (Figure S4a). EDX analysis was performed
to confirm the uniform elemental distribution of the Ni-MOC
resist thin films. The elemental mapping of C, O, and Ni

Figure 3. TGA curve of the Ni-MOC resist in a N2 atmosphere at a
heating rate of 10 °C/min.

Figure 4. XPS spectra of Ni-MOCs (a) survey scan; deconvoluted peaks of (b) Ni 2p, (c) O 1 s, (d) N 1 s, and (e) C 1 s.
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indicates the uniform distribution of the corresponding
elements in resist formulations (Figure S3). Furthermore, the
resist thin films were subjected to deep ultraviolet (DUV, λ ∼
254 nm) lithographic exposure. The resolution of well-
developed DUV patterns on the Ni-MOC resist was found
to be ∼20 μm with an exposure dose of 150 mJ/cm2.
Additionally, the developed patterns expressly confirmed the
negative tone nature of the Ni-MOC resist formulation as
shown in Figure S4b.
3.2. Realization of High-Resolution Patterns Using

EBL. The Ni-MOCs resist was exposed under EBL at various
beam energies ranging 10−30 keV and analyzed for sensitivity
and contrast (γ) characteristics as shown in Table S1. It shows
that the Ni-MOC sensitivity depends linearly on the e-beam
energy. The computed sensitivity, ED values are 473, 328, and
215 μC/cm2 at 30, 20, and 10 keV, respectively, as elucidated
in Figure S6. Whereas, the contrast of the Ni-MOC resist was
calculated to be 2.44 ± 0.05. It indicates that the contrast
remains almost constant after e-beam exposure under different
beam energies. The developed high-resolution line patterns of
9−12 nm are shown in Figure 5. Figure 5a clearly

demonstrates the resist potential to pattern down to ∼9 nm,
CD features under EBL. Next to this, the features of 9 nm L/
10S, 10 nm L/5S, and 11 nm L/4S were well developed
without any residue and bridging at 750 μC/cm2 as shown in
Figure 5a-c. However, in the L/S (half pitch) feature, minor
residue and bridges were visible, especially for 12 nm features
as depicted in Figure 5d. This may be due to the processing
conditions for the developer used, which require further
precise optimization, rather than material limits. There is no
major pattern collapse that was observed during the metrology
study.
3.3. Realization of High-Resolution Patterns by HIBL.

Furthermore, the single-pixel line exposures of the He+ ion
beam ranging from 6 to 70 pC/cm were performed onto large-
area uniform Ni-MOC resist films to assess the optimum dose
requirement for high-resolution pattern formations. It is clearly
revealed from Figure 6a that the developed line patterns were
intermittent at a minimum dose of 8 pC/cm. This indicates
that a higher exposure dose may be required for defect-free
pattern formations. Therefore, after increasing the dose to 10

pC/cm, a flawless line pattern of ∼9 nm was well developed as
shown in Figure 6b. With further variation in the dose from 20
to 70 pC/cm, the residue-free CD 10−20 nm features were
also well developed as depicted in Figure 6c and Figure 6d.
These HIBL results reveal that the newly developed Ni-MOC
resist formulation will be able to pattern ∼9 nm with a
considerably low dose of 10 pC/cm.
After satisfactory single-pixel line exposure high-resolution

pattern formation, the synthesized Ni-MOC resist was further
exposed with an area exposure dose ranging from 10 to 77 μC/
cm2, and the various well-developed features are shown in
Figure 7. The high-resolution features ranging from 9 to 18 nm
of various L/S were realized at a He+ ion sensitivity of 22 μC/
cm2 and postexposure development patterns are shown in
Figure 7a−d. The residue-free line patterns of ∼9 nm L/4S,
∼12 nm L/3S, and ∼12 nm L/2S were well developed at a
dose of 22 μC/cm2, as shown in Figure 7a−c. Further
downscaling of spacing to L/S, the high-density line patterns of
∼18 nm (L/S) were developed with minimal bridging and
residue defects as displayed in Figure 7d. This clearly indicates
the need for further optimization of the developer solution and
also the corresponding development processes. Moreover,
meticulous exposure parameters and development processing
conditions are essentially necessary to be explored further in
order to achieve L/S line patterns beyond the ∼9 nm node.
To understand the effect of exposure energy distribution

intrinsic to Ni-MOC resist thin films during irradiation, a
systematic study of CD variation with various irradiation doses
was explored as shown in Figure 7e. It was observed that the
effect of the exposure dose above ED results in increased
feature size (CD). This variation in the CD patterns as a
function of varying HIBL doses are depicted by δCD. As
observed from Figure 7e, δCD linearly depends on the
exposure dose from ∼22 to ∼77 μC/cm2 for various line
features, while the lateral expansion (δCD/2) in area line
features shows a linear relation with the dose variation. This
relation may be elucidated by lateral energy transportation due
to Ni core clusters in the Ni-MOC resist formulation. Figure 7f
depicts the proposed schematic of CD expansion based on the
pattern shown in Figure 7 a−d. It is observed that the lateral
energy transportation inside the resist films, concise to the
small area, are due to the narrow size distribution of Ni-MOCs,
which also provides good agreement to the acceptable LER/
LWR in contrast with available chemically amplified resists.9,49

Figure 5. e-beam exposed Ni-MOC resist for high-resolution
patterning at 30 keV and 750 μC/cm2 (a) 9 nm CD isolated
patterns; (b) 10 nm L/5S; (c) 11 nm L/4S; and (d) dense 12 nm L/S
patterns.

Figure 6. Scanning helium ion micrographs: Single-pixel line patterns
generated on the Ni-MOC resist at various doses (a) 8 pC/cm, (b) 10
pC/cm, (c) 20 pC/cm, and (d) 70 pC/cm.
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From the aforementioned results, the sensitivity of the
developed Ni-MOC resist for HIBL has been systematically
investigated and compared with analogous EBL study (Figure
S6). The exposure doses for EBL were varied from 10 to 1000
μC/cm2, whereas HIBL exposure doses were varied from 1 to
100 μC/cm2. Figure 8a shows the comparative performance of
HIBL and EBL doses to the normalized remaining thickness of
Ni-MOC resist films. It demonstrates that the normalized
remaining thickness progressively increases with the increase in
the EBL and HIBL dose, clearly supporting the negative tone
behavior of the Ni-MOC resist formulation. The contrast and
sensitivity of the Ni-MOC resist toward EBL and HIBL were
calculated to be ∼2.65, ∼473, ∼1.789, and ∼22.89 μC/cm2,
respectively, at 30 keV. Hence, it attributes that the HIBL
required a significantly ∼20 times lower dose than EBL to
expose and develop high-resolution patterns onto the
developed Ni-MOC resist formulation. Moreover, the EBL
and HIBL sensitivity toward the Ni-MOC resist is much better
than that of the earlier reported metal oxo-cluster resist.57,58

3.4. Line Edge Roughness Sensitivity Resolution
Characterization. In order to compute the line edge
roughness (LER) and line width roughness (LWR), the
micrographs of Ni-MOC resist line patterns were analyzed by
industry standard metrology software SuMMIT. Figure 8b
shows the LER and LWR variation with respect to the He+

beam exposure dose ranging from 22 to 77 μC/cm2 at 30 keV.
These investigations indicate that there is an increase in the
LER and LWR with variation in dose. This might be due to the
formation of He+ bubbles near the resist surface that leads to a

higher LER at a higher ion dose.29 The computed average
value of LER and LWR for the isolated ∼9 nm line patterns at
a dose of ∼22 μC/cm2 was 1.81 ± 0.06 and 2.90 ± 0.06 nm,
respectively. The achieved LER in the Ni-MOC resist
formulation is much better than the earlier reported LER
(5−7 nm) of HfO2- and ZrO2-based inorganic resists.43 This
considerable reduction in line edge and width roughness are
further justified and support the narrow size uniform
distribution of ∼2 nm Ni-MOCs in the resist formula-
tion.37,43,59,60

3.5. Mechanistic Analysis of Ni-MOC Resist Pattern
Generations. To understand the role of Ni-MOC resist
formulation in pattern generation, the DUV flood irradiation-
based study over resist thin films was performed and analyzed
with Ni 2p core XPS spectra. It indicates that there is a
significant chemical state modulation inside the resist thin films
after DUV exposure, which alters the bond structure inside the
Ni-MOC formulation. Figure 9a shows the Ni 2p core spectra
of unexposed and exposed Ni-MOC resist films. The
appearance of spectra peaks at lower binding energy (870.9
eV) in exposed resists describes the Ni−O bond formation,
which was unavailable in unexposed Ni-MOC resist samples.
In light of the foregoing, here the mechanism of He+

interaction with the resist formulation is extrapolated. The
proposed scheme in Figure 9b also indicates the Ni−O
formation with the postlithography process cycle. Moreover,
these metal oxide-based resist patterns down to ∼9 nm may
provide good etch resistance due to their nonvolatile nature as
compared with organic resists.61

Figure 7. Scanning helium ion micrographs: various line-and-spacings: (a) L/4S, (b) L/3S, (c) L/2S, and (d) L/S patterns of the HIBL-exposed
negative tone patterns of the Ni-MOC resist formulation at ∼22 μC/cm2; (e) effect of the He+ exposure doses on CD; and (f) schematic
presentation of CD expansion under increased dose.

Figure 8. (a) Contrast curve comparison between EBL and HIBL and (b) dependence of LER and LWR parameters on doses.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
A new nickel-metal−organic cluster (Ni-MOC)-based resist
was successfully formulated by the sol−gel process having a
small particle size distribution ∼2 nm, good solubility in an
organic solvent, and uniform thin film formation properties for
next-generation lithography applications. The resist films were
exposed under DUV (150 mJ/cm2), EBL (750 μC/cm2), and
HIBL (22 μC/cm2) irradiations for various high-resolution
well-developed pattern formations. The computed LER and
LWR of ∼9 nm features in HIBL were 1.81 ± 0.06 and 2.90 ±
0.06 nm, respectively. Thus, the developed resist formulation
was capable of patterning sub-10 nm feature patterns with a
small proximity effect and can be further extended to high
volume manufacturing through extreme ultraviolet lithography
for next-generation semiconductor electronics.
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